
Learning Objective:

To listen to and discuss a story.

Success Criteria Self 

Assessment

 To read the story and make predictions.

 To answer questions.

 To use the conjunction ‘because’ in your 

sentence.











































Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon thinks they work harder than any 
other crayons. They are the colour that all 

Santa’s need at Christmas.



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon thinks they work harder than any 
other crayons. They are the colour that all 

Santa’s need at Christmas.RED



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon is tired of being used to colour lots 
of really big animals. They want to be used more 

for baby penguins and pebbles.



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon is tired of being used to colour lots 
of really big animals. They want to be used more 

for baby penguins and pebbles.GREY



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon is proud of their colour, but they 
are tired of being called light brown or dark tan 

and not their real name.



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon is proud of their colour, but they 
are tired of being called light brown or dark tan 

and not their real name.BEIGE



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon is upset because they aren’t even in 
the rainbow. They mostly get used to fill in the 

empty space between things.



Who is who?

I am going to show a description of one of the crayons. Can 
you remember which crayon is which?

This crayon is upset because they aren’t even in 
the rainbow. They mostly get used to fill in the 

empty space between things.WHITE
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To listen to and discuss a story.

Success Criteria Self 
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 To read the story and make predictions.

 To answer questions.

 To use the conjunction ‘because’ in your 

sentence.


